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Source: PCIC Climate Explorer, CanESM2, rcp8.5, Salt Spring Island polygon.

Salt Spring Island Climate Change Projections
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The four graphs show how our weather cycles are expected to change over the next 80 years. 

From top to bottom: winter frost periods will be dramatically reduced, with implications for 

overwintering pests and extended growing season for some food crops. Although the same annual 

precipitation is expected, on average, there will be less rain in the summer and droughts will 

become longer and more severe. However, more rain will come as heavy downpours in the winter 

months. Most warming will be realized through the winter months as the lack of low temperatures. 

This is reflected in the final graph, showing the average annual maximum temperature increasing 
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Source: William Schulba, Islands Trust, 2020Source: William Schulba, Islands Trust, 2020
Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-08-04Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-08-04

Aquifer Recharge map layer provided by Islands Trust.Aquifer Recharge map layer provided by Islands Trust.
Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-08-04Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-08-04
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Water wellWater well

Groundwater recharge map indicating areas of theGroundwater recharge map indicating areas of the
landscape with high to low potential for facilitatinglandscape with high to low potential for facilitating
percolation of meteoric water into subsurface aquifers.percolation of meteoric water into subsurface aquifers.



Change in Climatic Moisture Deficit 1995 to 2085

Autumn change %
91 - 110 
110 - 130 
130 - 149 
149 - 169 
169 - 188 

Summer change %
55 - 58 
58 - 60 
60 - 62 
62 - 64 
64 - 67 

Data source: ClimateBC www.climatewna.comData source: ClimateBC www.climatewna.com
Catherine Griffiths 2020-08-04Catherine Griffiths 2020-08-04

Climatic Moisture deficit (CMD) is a measure of the available moisture (indexClimatic Moisture deficit (CMD) is a measure of the available moisture (index
capturing difference between evaporation and precipitation). Climate modelscapturing difference between evaporation and precipitation). Climate models
indicate that summer months will become drier than they at present, but also, thatindicate that summer months will become drier than they at present, but also, that
the moisture deficit will extend into the Autumn, with implications for plants,the moisture deficit will extend into the Autumn, with implications for plants,
salmonids, and on-island water resources.salmonids, and on-island water resources.
1995 is the 1981-2010 average, 2085 is the 2070-2100 average.1995 is the 1981-2010 average, 2085 is the 2070-2100 average.



Change in frost free days 1995 to 2085

Data source: ClimateBC www.climatewna.comData source: ClimateBC www.climatewna.com
Catherine Griffiths 2020-09-03Catherine Griffiths 2020-09-03

1995 is the 1981-2010 average, 2085 is the 2070-2100 average.1995 is the 1981-2010 average, 2085 is the 2070-2100 average.

Number of frost free days difference
46 - 52 
52 - 57 
57 - 75 



open areaopen area

forest loss 2009-2017forest loss 2009-2017

Source: Courtier, Google satellite imagerySource: Courtier, Google satellite imagery
Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-11-23Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-11-23

Disappearing forests

Historically, relatively few 'open' or unforested areasHistorically, relatively few 'open' or unforested areas
were present on Salt Spring Island.  The yellow shadingwere present on Salt Spring Island.  The yellow shading
shown here captures fields and forest cleared for ashown here captures fields and forest cleared for a
variety of purposes (total 3418 ha*). variety of purposes (total 3418 ha*). 

Not all open areas shown act as fire breaks; a largeNot all open areas shown act as fire breaks; a large
proportion of inactive fields and open areas (such asproportion of inactive fields and open areas (such as
those below hydro lines) are currently filled with broomthose below hydro lines) are currently filled with broom
and gorse, which are fire accelerants.and gorse, which are fire accelerants.

*The 114 areas of forest (86 ha) cleared between*The 114 areas of forest (86 ha) cleared between
2009-2017 were identified by comparing satellite2009-2017 were identified by comparing satellite
images. Total land area of Salt Spring is 18591 ha.images. Total land area of Salt Spring is 18591 ha.
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Source: SSI Ag Alliance, Google Satellite, ALUI 2017Source: SSI Ag Alliance, Google Satellite, ALUI 2017
Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-03-14Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-03-14
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Fire hazard ratingFire hazard rating
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Fire zonesFire zones

ENTIRE ISLAND: FIRE ZONE 1 (Ganges Fire Hall)ENTIRE ISLAND: FIRE ZONE 1 (Ganges Fire Hall)

FIRE ZONE 2 (Fulford Fire Hall)FIRE ZONE 2 (Fulford Fire Hall)

FIRE ZONE 3 (Central Fire Hall)FIRE ZONE 3 (Central Fire Hall)

FIRE ZONE 4 (out of district)FIRE ZONE 4 (out of district)

Source: SSI Fire and Rescue 2005. Residences, Courtier.Source: SSI Fire and Rescue 2005. Residences, Courtier.
Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-08-04Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-08-04

Residential buildingResidential building

RoadRoad

Hill shaded topographyHill shaded topography

Salt Spring has two different fire managementSalt Spring has two different fire management
areas, one which is managed by our local fireareas, one which is managed by our local fire
and rescue services (Zones 1, 2 & 3) and aand rescue services (Zones 1, 2 & 3) and a
second managed by the province out ofsecond managed by the province out of
Vancouver Island (Fire zone 4).Vancouver Island (Fire zone 4).

Historic forestry practices occurred in areasHistoric forestry practices occurred in areas
that are currently difficult to access. Thesethat are currently difficult to access. These
areas currently support mono-cultureareas currently support mono-culture
plantations with little to no understorey. Pastplantations with little to no understorey. Past
logging practices combined with firelogging practices combined with fire
suppression have led to these areas being ofsuppression have led to these areas being of
high fire risk due to the presence of significanthigh fire risk due to the presence of significant
residual and cumulative fuel loads.  Forestresidual and cumulative fuel loads.  Forest
management of the more isolated zones, suchmanagement of the more isolated zones, such
as the southwest corner of SSI, is underas the southwest corner of SSI, is under
provincial jurisdiction with regard toprovincial jurisdiction with regard to
management decisions.management decisions.

Fire



Max winter precipitation difference (mm)
77 - 85

85 - 93

93 - 107

Max winter precipitation % change
21 - 22

22 - 23

23 - 24

Precipitation change 1995 to 2085

Max summer precipitation % change
-48 - -47

-47 - -46

-46 - -45

Max summer precipitation difference (mm)
-42 - -40

-40 - -39

-39 - -34

Summer: June, July, August.  Winter: December, January, February.Summer: June, July, August.  Winter: December, January, February.
Data averages: 1995=1981-2010, 2085=2070-2100Data averages: 1995=1981-2010, 2085=2070-2100

Data source: ClimateBC www.climatewna.comData source: ClimateBC www.climatewna.com
Catherine Griffiths 2020-09-12Catherine Griffiths 2020-09-12

While annual precipitation is projected to remain relatively unchanged, most of this total rainfall willWhile annual precipitation is projected to remain relatively unchanged, most of this total rainfall will
arrive during the winter months as heavy rainfall events. Summers will continue to become dryer, witharrive during the winter months as heavy rainfall events. Summers will continue to become dryer, with
implications for groundwater recharge, agriculture, erosion and fire risk.implications for groundwater recharge, agriculture, erosion and fire risk.
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Source: Nicholas Courtier Google Satellite image searchSource: Nicholas Courtier Google Satellite image search
Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-11-23Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-11-23

Where we live

A total of 5905 civic street addresses are identified byA total of 5905 civic street addresses are identified by
the CRD on Salt Spring Island. The 'heat map' shown herethe CRD on Salt Spring Island. The 'heat map' shown here
captures the density differences across the island.*captures the density differences across the island.*
Darker red areas indicate a higher density of residencesDarker red areas indicate a higher density of residences
(gray shading shows topographic features, hills etc). (gray shading shows topographic features, hills etc). 

*A grid search using Google satellite imagery reveals*A grid search using Google satellite imagery reveals
7817 buildings (small sheds and greenhouses excluded),7817 buildings (small sheds and greenhouses excluded),
of which 6065 appear to be residences (presence ofof which 6065 appear to be residences (presence of
chimney, driveway, etc). chimney, driveway, etc). 



Protected area (with CDF protection)Protected area (with CDF protection)

Unprotected Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI)Unprotected Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory (SEI)

Riparian Development Permit AreaRiparian Development Permit Area

Hill shaded topographyHill shaded topography

Source: SEI, Protected Areas. Riparian DPA, Islands Trust.Source: SEI, Protected Areas. Riparian DPA, Islands Trust.
Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-08-28Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier  2020-08-28

Sensitive and protected areas



Data source: 2m LIDAR Bare Earth DEM. GSC Open File 6211Data source: 2m LIDAR Bare Earth DEM. GSC Open File 6211
Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier 2020-11-23Map prepared by Nicholas Courtier 2020-11-23

King tide = Highest High Water Large TideKing tide = Highest High Water Large Tide

2020 King tide2020 King tide

2100 King tide (= 2020 + 1m)2100 King tide (= 2020 + 1m)

2100 King tide + 1.3m max storm surge2100 King tide + 1.3m max storm surge

StreamStream

Sea level riseSea level rise

These maps show the maximum high water levels in five areas of SSI.These maps show the maximum high water levels in five areas of SSI.
Our current King tide (shown in blue) will increase by 1 m over theOur current King tide (shown in blue) will increase by 1 m over the
next 80 years (yellow), impacting much of Ganges shopping district,next 80 years (yellow), impacting much of Ganges shopping district,
fire hall, and the main road to Fulford. When King tide pairs up with afire hall, and the main road to Fulford. When King tide pairs up with a
storm surge, such as occurred in the December 2018 wind storm,storm surge, such as occurred in the December 2018 wind storm,
significant infrastructure would be impacted (red). Projections shownsignificant infrastructure would be impacted (red). Projections shown
use the CRD model for expectations of sea level rise.use the CRD model for expectations of sea level rise.
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